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ABSTRACT

 This thesis project investigates the volatility of the natural water system in relationship to 
water infrastructure and architecture.  I argue that architecture is not sufficiently integrated with the 
natural and artificial water systems.  Currently, water infrastructure and architecture operate as inde-
pendent nodes in a network that is imposed onto the volatile natural system.  The relationship be-
tween water infrastructure must be carefully interrogated especially as water supplies are approach-
ing higher levels of scarcity.  I hypothesize that by looking by through the lens of water’s increasing 
volatility and re-interpreting the relationship between water infrastructure and architecture, I may 
discover potentially new strategies of architectural and infrastructural integration, hybridization and 
communication.
 Architecture, while often regarded as distinct from infrastructure, is currently under re-evalua-
tion and being framed: “architecture as infrastructure.”  While many theorists such as Keller Easter-
ling, and the writers of UrbanLab and Lateral Office argue that infrastructural development is neces-
sary for structuring the architectural spatial fabric and the built environment while proposing to treat 
the effects of infrastructure, such as water scarcity.   I would argue that their coexistence weakly 
navigates such turbulent environments.  Infrastructural instruments such as dams are ripe for inves-
tigation because they deal specifically with the regularity of flows and poorly reconcile the incidence 
of flood and drought.  Levees are also worth scrutinizing particularly because they are much less 
adept at handling the fluctuations and extremities of the water system.  As a consequence of these 
infrastructures, they create a false sense of stability and architecture continues to ignore the looming 
potential of flood and or drought.  
 If it is the role of the architect to displace these conventional forms of logistics then the ques-
tion is, to what degree can water infrastructure make a more direct connection to architecture, and 
if so can their connection better position itself within the increasingly volatile natural water system? 
Can we build into our network infrastructural and architectural strategies that begin to respond to 
scarcity and deluge?  
 Several potential strategies come to mind as I begin to investigate new relationships between 
architecture and water infrastructure.  Perhaps dams can facilitate communicative infrastructural re-
systemization and hybridization that would employ “smart-grid” type parametric strategies.  Dams 
may include programmable interfaces or cultural artifact infrastructures such as museums, institu-
tions or habitable architectures.  Levees could do with flood-able flexible morphologies or some 
living hylozoic deployment strategies.  Demolition or deconstruction tactics might be fun.
 The experiments I have chosen to conduct will be intended to produce emergent properties 
by  hybridizing techniques.  The methods will test the fusion of physical modeling techniques with 
growth formations, crystallization, coagulations, sedimentations, or fluid dynamics.  Rather than us-
ing generative parametric tools for geometric manipulation, I intend to use them to develop paramet-
ric San-key diagrams of water supply systems. 
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 This thesis project investigates the volatility of the natural water system in relationship to 
water infrastructure and architecture.  I argue that architecture is not sufficiently integrated with 
the natural and artificial water systems.  Currently, water infrastructure and architecture operate as 
independent nodes in a network that is imposed onto the volatile natural system.  Their formations 
are assembled within a complex hierarchical branching oargnization.  The pervasive stability of 
artificial water networks remain as an interuption in a complex system.  The relationship between 
water infrastructure must be carefully interrogated especially as water supplies are approaching 
higher levels of scarcity.  I hypothesize that by looking by through the lens of water’s increasing 
volatility and re-interpreting the relationship between water infrastructure and architecture, I may 
discover potentially new strategies of architectural and infrastructural integration, hybridization and 
communication.

 Architecture, while often regarded as distinct from infrastructure, is currently under re-
evaluation and is being framed: “architecture as infrastructure.”  While many theorists such as Keller 
Easterling, and the writers of UrbanLab and Lateral Office argue that infrastructural development is 
necessary for structuring the architectural spatial fabric and the built environment while proposing 
to treat the effects of infrastructure, such as water scarcity.   I would argue that their coexistence 
weakly navigates such turbulent environments.  Infrastructure must facilitate architecture.  
Infrastructure must stop reinforcing the complacent stasis of architecture.
 Although many infrastructural instruments such as dams, canals, and pumps manage to 
regulate the flows of water under an ideal range of conditions, their strategies fail to maintain control 
of water during massive fluctuations or catastrophic changes in the ecosystem’s hydrological 
landscape.  The water network allows for a range of control points that merely allocate and 
obiediently distribute large amounts of water to agricultural, industrial and urban programs.  Dams 
are ripe for investigation because they deal specifically with the regularity of flows and poorly 
reconcile the incidence of flood and drought.  Architecture as a result, responds by assuming its role 
as the consuming benefactor of today’s mega-scale water infrastructure, especially in the southwest 
of the United States.  The problem is that the infrastructural system is aligned with the assumption 
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that all the water being provided to areas of demand shall continue to be supplied.
 Levees are also worth scrutinizing particularly because they are much less adept at handling 
the fluctuations and extremities of the water system.  As a consequence of these infrastructures, 
they create a false sense of stability and architecture continues to ignore the looming potential of 
flood and or drought.  In the case of a catastrophic flood, the arsenal of levee systems designed 
to protect land assets from floods actually intensifies the potentially destructive force it yields. 
Drought affected zones are especially vulnerable to flash floods where in water is repelled onto the 

ground plane, directed into the riparian zones and discharged into the river, effectively preventing its 
retention in the water system. 
 If it is the role of the architect to displace these conventional forms of logistics then the 
question is, to what degree can water infrastructure make a more direct connection to architecture, 
and if so can their connection better position itself within the increasingly volatile natural water 
system? Can we build into our network infrastructural and architectural strategies that begin to 
respond to scarcity and deluge?  
 Many questions are circling this thesis project: How can architecture situate itself relative 
to volatile water systems?  How can changes in water sheds be related to the housing/industrial/
transportation systems?  How will political entities and water rights winners route the supply 
systems?  Can architecture begin to integrate design and catastrophe?  What approach will both 
dissipate flood energy and capture water for use?  How can we formulate a relationship with 
extreme fluctuations and scarcity?  With temporality?  Can we develop (instead of resource-
allocation techniques) locally specific methods to handle low flows or no flows?  What kind of 
systems do we already have in place that deal with the risk of scarcity/overflow/drought/flood?  Can 
architectural intervention begin to control the way water is used, consumed, re-used, or produced?  
Can we build into our network a closed loop?  Why do dams so poorly deal with the management 
of fish, salmon and wildlife?  What passive generative models derive real-time fluxes/environmental 
changes into the structure of the water system?When will the masses move to the dam?  When 
will we inhabit such places not traditionally percieved as inhabitable?  To what degree does the 
infrastructure make more direct connection to the end user?  Why not shorten the delivery system?  
Will water ever be worth as much as gold?  Will the government defend dams as terrorist attack 
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locations?  Where in the world is the safest place to escape the potential of drought/flood?  Where 
could people go where water is under complete control?
 Several potential strategies come to mind as I begin to investigate new relationships between 
architecture and water infrastructure.  Perhaps dams can facilitate communicative infrastructural 
re-systemization and hybridization that would employ “smart-grid” type parametric strategies.  
Dams may include programmable interfaces or cultural artifact infrastructures such as museums, 
institutions or habitable architectures.  Perhaps sabotage or betrayal would offer interesting ways in 
which architecture can take undermine the tactics of dams.  While dams are the outcome of precise 
geological and hydrological engineering and represent impenetrable infrastructural monuments, it 
may be fun to implement demolition or deconstruction tactics.
 The pervasive water borders that surround many North American deltas are highly suseptible 
to failure.  Levees could do with flood-able flexible morphologies or some living hylozoic deployment 
strategies.  Levee inhabitants may benefit from developing information feedback loops that offer real 
time responses to changes in the system.  
 The experiments I have chosen to conduct will be intended to produce emergent properties 
by  hybridizing techniques.  I will test methods that fuse physical modeling techniques with growth 
formations, crystallization, coagulations, sedimentations, or fluid dynamics.  The methods I intend to 
develop are inspired by Sanford Kwinter’s description of snow crystal morphogenisis.  I would like to 
test the potential for San-key diagrams to graphically represent the activity of the water system and 
to ultimately inform the design intent.  Rather than using generative parametric tools for geometric 
manipulation, I intend to use them to develop parametric San-key diagrams of water supply 
systems. 

  

Dam as a city?  HooverVegas   Los Angeles + Dam.  Dams are failing, and becoming outdated. 
Many dams are being decommissioned because they have outgrown their life.  When they have 
reached their expiration date, there are only two options:  decommission or let be a catastrophic 
liability.  They are huge liabilities! Should they ever fail, which they might, then the true folly of our 
designs will come clearly into focus. 
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Infrastructure and architecture?

 Re-systemization 
 Hybridization
 Programable Interfaces
 Floodable Morphologies
 Cultural Artifact Infrastructures
 Habitable Infrastructures
 Hylozoic Deployment 
 

 
 A diagram to describe the relationship and our own intervention to the landscape, so as 
to understand and explain the complex system of inputs and outputs of the aquaculture. A dam 

is a manifestation of civilization’s struggle to control the volatile nature of water.  
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